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NFPA LabelsNFPA Labels

NFPA® Diamond Labels
Help ensure that chemical hazards are easily identified with Labelmaster’s 
NFPA® Diamond Labels. Designed in compliance with NFPA® 704, these 
high-gloss paper and weather-resistant vinyl labels are pressure-sensitive 
and printed with light-fast inks, so you can rely on them to last. Choose 
from blank or personalized labels, both created with spaces for you to fill 
in NFPA® hazard warning information that is associated with a chemical 
during a fire emergency.

H-L93

Item# Size Material Personalize Unit Price
H-L93 4" x 6" Semi-Gloss Paper No Roll of 500 $54.69
H-L93P 4" x 6" Semi-Gloss Paper Yes Roll of 100 $47.54
H-L93VT 4" x 6" Vinyl No Roll of 500 $99.60
H-L93VTP 4" x 6" Vinyl Yes Roll of 500 $76.30

NFPA® Write-On Substance Name Labels
Identify chemical hazards accurately and efficiently with Labelmaster’s 
NFPA® Write-On Substance Name Labels, created to label bottles and 
containers with numerical ratings for health hazards, fire hazards, 
instability and specific hazards associated with a chemical under 
emergency fire or spill conditions. Designed compliance with NFPA® 704, 
these pressure-sensitive, matte-finish paper labels display the NFPA® 
diamond graphic with spaces for you to fill in the name of the chemical 
substance and remarks. Opt for blank labels that you can fill in as-needed, 
or let us personalize your labels for you, ensuring compliance and clear 
communication in your workplace.

H-NFRLP

Item# Size Material Personalize Unit Price
H-NFRLR 3.375" x 1.375" Matte Litho Paper No Roll of 500 $51.00
H-NFRLP 3.375" x 1.375" Matte Litho Paper Yes Roll of 100 $47.54

NFPA® Write-On Chemical Name Labels
Identify chemical hazards accurately and efficiently with Labelmaster’s 
NFPA® Write-On Chemical Name Labels, created to label bottles and 
containers with numerical ratings for health hazards, fire hazards, 
instability and specific hazards associated with a chemical under 
emergency fire or spill conditions. Designed in compliance with NFPA® 
704, these pressure-sensitive, matte-finish paper labels display the NFPA® 
diamond graphic with spaces for you to fill in the name of the chemical 
and the manufacturer. Opt for blank labels that you can fill in as-needed, 
or let us personalize your labels for you, ensuring compliance and clear 
communication in your workplace.

H-NFRL1

Item# Size Material Personalize Unit Price
H-NFRL1 3" x 1" Matte Litho Paper No Roll of 1,000 $46.40
H-NFRL1P 3" x 1" Matte Litho Paper Yes Roll of 100 $30.74

NFPA® Laser Labels
Identify chemical hazards accurately and efficiently with Labelmaster’s 
NFPA® Laser Labels, designed to be used with your laser printer. Designed 
in compliance with NFPA® 704, these high-gloss paper and weather-
resistant vinyl labels are pressure-sensitive and printed with numerical 
ratings for health hazards, fire hazards, instability and specific hazards 
associated with a chemical under emergency fire or spill conditions. Select 
the label that’s right for the job, then use your laser printer to quickly and 
easily customize as many as you need, filling in the NFPA® hazard ratings 
for the chemicals you use in your workplace.
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H-LZ509

H-LZP5011R

Item# Description Size Material Unit Price
H-LZP509 10 Labels Per Sheet 4" x 2" Laser Paper Pack of 25 $21.52
H-LZ509 10 Labels Per Sheet 4" x 2" Laser Vinyl Pack of 25 $25.86
H-LZ5010 6 Labels Per Sheet 4" x 3.3125" Laser Vinyl Pack of 25 $25.86
H-LZP5011R 2 Labels Per Sheet 8" x 5" Laser Paper Pack of 25 $21.52
H-LZ5012 1 Label Per Sheet 10.5" x 7.5" Laser Vinyl Pack of 25 $25.86

NFPA® Pin-Feed Labels
Inform your employees about chemical fire hazards in your facility with 
Labelmaster's selection of NFPA® Computer Pin-Feed Labels. Available on 
semi-gloss paper, these National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) labels 
are designed for easy identification of chemical hazards by firefighters 
and emergency responders who are concerned with burning, spilled or 
exploding materials. These safety labels meet design requirements of the 
NFPA 704 standard and are printed with numerical ratings for health 
hazards, fire hazards, instability and specific hazards associated with a 
chemical under emergency fire or spill conditions. Save time and money by 
using your PC and printer to fill in NFPA hazard ratings for the chemicals 
you use in your workplace.

H-L46CR
Item# Description Size Material Unit Price
H-L46CR 2 Labels Per Sheet 4" x 6.375" Semi-Gloss Paper Pack of 500 $154.69
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